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Re-imagining the Boundaries: 
Transforming an Annual 
Reception due to COVID-19

By Ruth Monnier, Chris Labuda,
Jorge Leon, and Robert Lindsey



Land Acknowledgment
• As we begin this presentation, we would like to acknowledge that 

ALL education happens on indigenous land.
• Moreover, we would like to acknowledge the Kickapoo, Sioux, 

and Osage Tribes, and all the American Indian and Indigenous 
peoples and communities who have been or have become a part 
of these lands and territories, whether by choice or force, where 
Pittsburg State University stands. Furthermore, we recognize the 
continued strength of Indigenous peoples today.

• Take Action: 
• A first step is to learn whose land you are on with https://native-land.ca/



About Pittsburg State
• Southeast Kansas
• About 6,600 FTE students
• 200+ undergraduate and 

graduate programs
• College of Arts and 

Sciences, College of Education, 
Kelce College of Business, and 
College of Technology



Goals of this Presentation

How to transform 
and pivot an 
annual event

Considerations when 
changing an annual 

event



History of 
University Authors' 
Reception (UAR)
• Started in 1984- Book 

authors only
• Article and other authors 

added in 1995 (11 years)
• 2016 (33 years) expanded 

from Faculty-only to any 
University employee

• 70 to 100 people attend

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Started in 1984 with only faculty, and only book authors.  1995 (11 years in) opened to faculty authors of articles, poems, musical scores, etc. 2016 (33 years in) opened to any university employee. A few reasons for this, we were getting administrators as co-authors, etc. Of course, through the years we’ve had issues with what counts as a “publication?” Blogs? Web pages – Online reference sources? OER? Self-Published? Editing a Journal? Editor of a book? 27th edition of a textbook? Music CD? Display books. Also display first page of articles mounted on construction paper with name and department on them. One of the trademarks of the event is that we don’t cater, the library faculty and staff make food to serve. Most years only a social reception, no formal speeches, but an an occasional welcome from the Dean. •Held in November – First couple were in April•First call early September•Deadline at least two weeks before reception•Two copies of Books borrowed and returned•Organize food, bibliography, decorations, displays•Bibliography is not a light undertaking •Multiple Authors – Make sure equal Display•Don’t Forget anyone! Stay organized!•Multiple Authors•Retired or former Employees? Brand New person with Publications listed under former employer•Same Publication submitted two years•Time to create the article display – Put them on the construction paper, hang them•Time to create Bibliography and get it printed•Food – cater or home-made?  •Photos of Book Authors 



University Authors' 
Reception
• Come-and-go event
• No formal presentation
• Not catered
• Display for books and 

articles

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Started in 1984 with only faculty, and only book authors.  1995 (11 years in) opened to faculty authors of articles, poems, musical scores, etc. 2016 (33 years in) opened to any university employee. A few reasons for this, we were getting administrators as co-authors, etc. Of course, through the years we’ve had issues with what counts as a “publication?” Blogs? Web pages – Online reference sources? OER? Self-Published? Editing a Journal? Editor of a book? 27th edition of a textbook? Music CD? Display books. Also display first page of articles mounted on construction paper with name and department on them. One of the trademarks of the event is that we don’t cater, the library faculty and staff make food to serve. Most years only a social reception, no formal speeches, but an an occasional welcome from the Dean. •Held in November – First couple were in April•First call early September•Deadline at least two weeks before reception•Two copies of Books borrowed and returned•Organize food, bibliography, decorations, displays•Bibliography is not a light undertaking •Multiple Authors – Make sure equal Display•Don’t Forget anyone! Stay organized!•Multiple Authors•Retired or former Employees? Brand New person with Publications listed under former employer•Same Publication submitted two years•Time to create the article display – Put them on the construction paper, hang them•Time to create Bibliography and get it printed•Food – cater or home-made?  •Photos of Book Authors 



The Journey of 
Going Digital

• Why
• Tradition
• Pandemic/COVID-19

• Inspiration
• Other Conferences
• IBPA Virtual Event 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OkFmOuKkhHg



The Journey Continues
• How

• Communication with Authors
• Standard Questions
• Video

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MJ1ZQdBQHWg&t=1678s



Considerations

Does it make sense 
to transition? 
Timing? Capacity? Format?

What are the 
hallmarks of the 
event? 

What do you need 
to make it 
successful? 

How does the 
transition impact 
workflow? 



Bibliography

• Gathering of Citations
• Display
• Digital Commons

• https://digitalcommons.
pittstate.edu/far/



Traditional Marketing
• Focused on campus feedback:

• Engaging colleagues
• Breath of campus research
• Socializing and food!

• Important to personalize
• Book authors identified by lapel flowers
• Families and community guests invited

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Marketing for University Authors was always impacted and driven by the feedback we received. Our faculty and guests have always been vocal about their experiences and sharing what they appreciated. Participants have previously reflected on the ability to connect with colleagues from across campus, an opportunity to socialize, and then the feast varying snacks and drinks presented. Unlike many other campus buildings, our Axe Library is not under an exclusive vendor contract. It means we are able to bring outside foods, and in this case create an almost pot-luck array of different bites and drinks. On marketing we try to emphasize these same points. We ask Book Authors for list of guests they would like to see personally invited. Personalized notes will go out to the departments, friends, and sometimes to families. It is different each year. One recent occasion saw a Teaching and Leadership professor invite her graduated students that were mentioned in a book chapter. All the small touches help make it feel very personalized. On a different direction, the media is always interested in the range of content covered. Some years we 



Marketing Shift
• While updating to pandemic format:

• Emphasize personal connections
• Communal watch party approach

• Branching into digital territory framed as 
opportunity to deep dive with authors

•Opportunity for Q&A
• Individualized journals instead of flowers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At the beginning of the Fall 2020 semester our group met to discuss the program, campus reception, and possibilities while the pandemic was on going. As more classes and content went online and "zoom exhaustion" started to take on. We needed to make sure our marketing and digital programming made sense was not seen as just another zoom event. The  marketing shift emphasized the personal stories and connections the authors brought. This was a great year to showcase the diversity of authorship. Content ranged from Early Children's Reader books, to Kansas and the rise of socialism, to a guide on effective communication, to Philosophy in Song! We knew a goal of the process was to amp up the Q&A and the personalized story telling. What I personally did not forsee was how impactful the format would be. My colleague have/can share a bit of just how reception the audience was and how grateful the authors were for the chance to share more. 



Future of University 
Authors Reception

• Hybrid of past events
• Nov. 2021 host physical reception
• Authors’ Interviews Recording 

• Leverage use of University Repository
• Already expanded existing Digital Commons 

collections
• Minimal printed materials

• Food reception
• To go options
• Food servers

• Continue redefining what works are accepted
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